Board Meeting for February 20 2014
Present at meeting: Board: Joe Neelands (President), Scott Venables (Vice President), Kieran
Hart (Secretary), Mark Roberts (Treasurer), Daniel Sharp (Marketing Manager), Terry
McNamara (Coach), Jeremy Cole (Assistant Coach). Nick McKee (Light Equipment/
Tournament Director/Recruitment Manager)

Topics
Non-profit Status
Kieran needs to get a hold of IRS and ask Mike for an updated information.
Oregon Limited Liability Company (LLC)
LLC cost is $100 for registration and $50 for business. The next questions is about
Taxes and how often and when it might need to be filed.
NACB Affiliation
The board will not be joining this year maybe next year.
2014 Season
We have had 2 practices with around 13 people coming out. Terry and Jeremy have
done a great job. The idea of different location is still out and the Coaches will be able to make a
practices for any size. The rugby field would be a nice location if available. There is talk of a hit
around during the week, ask the coaches for more information.
The first tournament is coming up in Eugene and will have four teams, there will be filler players
from other teams. There also might be a sticks in game at the end.
The Brigade tournament is looking to have 6 teams. We will reserve one field and hope to have
other next to it available.
Montana wants players to come up on April 19 for some good Hurling.
Marketing
The first team event is coming up the Run to get Luck we have enough for a $25 entry
fee, the plan is to run with jersey on to get exposer.
Cloud would like a demo for St. Patrick day.
Scott presented a banner design which was a approved for a 6’ by 2’ banner to hang up
when the team gets together.
Other size were thought not to be worth the prices.
Advocate newspaper advertising would cost $240 for six ads seemed to be the best cost
for display ad still need approval. There is also a section in a lot of papers that is for free events
that is free to place which we will move forward with.
Other project still on radar is Video about different aspect of Hurling and doing an order
for practices shirts.
Team Bag No problem

